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DYNAMIC vs. STATIC M::>DELS FOR EroSION CONTIDL POLICY R.ESEAROi 

JanEs S. Shortle and John A MiranONs<.i 

ABSTRAcr 

In recent studies of erosion control in ag
ricultural production it has been standard prac
tice to use timeless or static models of agricul
tural production processes. In this paper irrpli
cations of a qynarnic model of agricultural pro
duction for erosion control decision making are 
compared to those of a static model. On the 
basis of this ccnparison it is suggested that 
future research on the eooncmics of erosion con
trol and erosion control policy may benefit frcm 
the use of qynarnic modeling methods. 

INTRODUCriON 

'Ihe econcmic consequences of public policy 
measures to reduce cropland erosion as mandated 
cy Federal water pollution control policy devel
opnents during the 1970's have been the subject 
of a nunber of studies (e.g. , Al t and Heaqy; Mir
anONs<i, et al.; Taylor and Frd'lberg; Wade and 
Heaqy; Walker ---aTid Tirrrrons; and White and Parten
heimer) . Arrong the issues considered have been 
least-cost management practices for securing spe
cified erosion levels, the responses of profit 
ll'c3.XJJ1U.ZJ.ng farmers to alternative policy strate
gies, and the costs of alternative policy strate
gies. In addressing these and other issues the 
principal approach has involved the analysis of 
static linear models of agricultural production. 
Levels of aggregation have ranged frcm individual 
representative farms to the nation as a whole. 
'Ihe issue considered in this paper pertains to 
the typical treatment of erosion control decision 
making in these models. 

While the details of model construction dif
fer frcm stuqy to stuqy, erosion is cypically in
corporated as an outa:xne of production decisions 
which does not in turn influence the decision 
process. In these models the soil conservation 
benefits associated with erosion control have no 
bearing upon the solution because they are not 
allONed for in model construction. The models 
enphasize the costs of erosion control in the 
fonn of foregone profits due either to changes in 
farming practices requiring no outlays for irrple
ments or erosion control structures, or to other 
methods which do require investment expenditures 
as well as process modifications. Further, these 
costs are cypically considered for a range of al
ternative erosion rates without modification of 
model parameters to reflect the changes in soil 
productivicy and erosivicy which result frcm 
changes in the erosion rate. But erosion control 
is not without benefits. Accelerated erosion 
rates deplete topsoil, alter soil structure, and 
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have other irrpacts which cypically reduce soil 
productivicy while increasing soil erosivicy. In 
considering the responses of farmers to policy 
initiatives and the costs of those initiatives, 
the incentives arising from conservation benefits 
may have an irrportant bearing on the results. 

The presence of the intertemporal interde
pendence between the costs and returns to agri
cultural production at different points in time 
irrplies that in investigating the econcmics of 
erosion control the appropriate analytical ap
proach calls for qynamic modeling, at least to 
the extent that the changes occuring over time 
are significant. 'Ihis vie,.; is errphasized cy 
early works on soil conservatuon such as those of 
Bunce, Ciriacy-Wantrup, and Heaqy. This has not, 
hONever, been the approach taken in research on 
erosion control except in a very fe,..r cases (e.g., 
Burt; Frohberg and Swanson; and Shortle). In
stead, the fundamental underlying soil conditions 
are essentially treated as being invariant with 
respect to the rate of erosion. Representative 
farm finns, considered individually or in aggre
gation, are in essence modeled as wealth rraxi
mizers with wealth rraximized cy independent peri
odic profit rraximizing behavior. Stated differ
ently, static analysis has been used to analyze a 
problem inherently qynamic in character. 

The purpose of this paper is to note weak
nesses in static treatments of erosion control 
which limit their usefulness to policy makers. A 
sirrple abstract qynamic model of erosion control 
is first presented. 'Ihe analysis then proceeds 
to consider the irrplications for erosion control 
decision making of a related static model. Com
parisons between the two models are then drawn 
and irrplications for policy research noted. 

DYNAMIC EIDSICN CONTIDL 

Soils, as noted cy Ciriacy-Wantrup, are a 
conposite of ITBl1f interrelated stock and flON re
sources. Consequently, when modeling soil man
agement a full treatment requires as a foundation 
an inventory of the resources which together form 
the conposite, a system of equations of notion 
which describe the behavior of the inventory in 
response to internal and external forces, natural 
or otherwise, and a relationahip between the in
ventory at a point in time, production inputs, 
and the flON of outputs. 'Ihe inventory may be 
referred to as a state vector, as it describes 
the state of the resources, and the relationship 
between product and input flONs given the soil 
resource inventory or state vector is, of course, 
a production function. 

The complexities and complications inherent 
in a full treatment are not, hONever, required to 
address the issues which are the subject of this 
analysis. 'Ihus, to focus on the issues at hand, 
several sirrpli:Eying assUITptions are rrade. 'Ihe 
first is that the productivicy and erosivicy of a 
particular soil are dependent upon the depth of 
the topsoil. 'Ihis assUITption captures the cru
cial concern: Erosion, cy depleting the topsoil, 



reduces the productivicy of the soil while in
creasing the erosivicy of the soil. Further, 
this assurrption is not without sore basis, for in 
agronomic discussions of the issue, reference is 
often made to rules of thnmb regarding yield 
losses per inch of topsoil loss. The time rate 
of change in soil depth is written: 

~(t) = R(t) - E(t) (1) 

where S(t) is soil depth at time t, E(t) is the 
depletion of soil depth cy erosion at time t, and 
R ( t) is the augmentation of soil depth cy soil 
building processes at time t. It is assumed here 
that the rate of soil genesis, R(t), is deter
mined cy natural processes independent of soil 
depth and management. This assunption sinplifies 
the analysis without detracting fran the re
sults. 

There is a wide range of factors influencing 
erosion on cropland, including the erosivicy of 
the soil, slope length and steepness , and farming 
practices. On aqy parcel of cropland, the exer
cise of erosion control can be acccrrplished in a 
variecy of manners. These range fran changes in 
crop management practices requiring little or no 
direct erosion control expenditures to invest
ments in major erosion control structures, such 
as terraces, requiring considerable direct con
trol expenditures. Because the range of alterna
tives is broad, and because control can be se
cured without direct expenditure of resources, it 
is useful to sinplify the analysis cy proceeding 
in the discussion with the term "erosion oontrol 
effort. " The idea "effort" is meant to convey is 
sinply that, relative to a baseline situation, 
additional erosion control requires positive ac
tion, a fact well established cy the res earch. 
Effort may be thought of as an index of the ex
tent of control measures. For exanple, an index 
of sorts of erosion control effort is provided cy 
the "C" or "crop management" factor of the Uni
versal Soil Loss Equation of Wischmeier and 
Smith. While a variecy of control measures can 
be adopted to secure additional control, control 
measures can basically be subdivided into two 
cypes: structural measures, such as installation 
of terraces, and nonstructural measures, such as 
changes in crop mix or tillage practices. Thus, 
erosion control effort is further subdivided into 
"structural effort" and "nonstructural effort." 

With these comnents assume that erosion at 
aqy point in time is given cy 

E(t) = g(X(t), K(t), S(t), t) (2) 

where X(t) is nonstructural erosion control ef
fort and K(t) is structural erosion control ef
fort at time t. F'a.ctors other than erosion con
trol effort and the state of the soil resource, 
as described cy soil depth, influencing erosion 
are taken to be kn011n functions of time. As soil 
erosivicy generally increases as erosion reduces 
soil depth it is assumed the g > 0. The first
order partial derivatives of sbctural and non
structural control effort are assumed negative 
(gx < 0 and ~ < O) inp]lfing increased erosion 
control effort Ieads to reduced erosion. 

At aqy point in time, the maxim.nn profit ob
tainable fran agricultural production is assumed 
to be given cy 
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n (X(t), K(t), S( t ), t ). (3) 

This profit function is notionally obtained cy 
solving the instantaneous profit maxirrdzation 
problem for timet treating X(t), K(t), and S {t) 
parametrically . Other production decisions in
fluencing profits are solved in specifying the 
profit function and thus the function gives the 
profit for time t given specified values of X(t), 
K(t), and S(t). This specification permits a 
focus on erosion control decision making for it 
allONs the analysis to abstract fran other pro
duction decisions. Assuming that the profit ob
tainable is positively related to soil productiv
icy which is assumed to be positively related to 
soil depth, it follONs that -rr > 0. Erosion con
trol costs at a point in timescan take two forrrs. 
The first is outlcrys for structures and inple
ments used in conservation management practices. 
But in addition, both structural and nonstruc
tural practices involve process modifications and 
existing research generally shONs these to be 
costly . The second form of control costs is in
corporated in the profit function and accordingly 
it is assumed that 1f < 0 and -rrk < 0. 

Investment out!eys are assumed only to be 
associated with structural control effort to sim
plify the analysis. This assurrption does not de
tract fran the principal results. To introduce 
these outlcrys, assume that structural effort is 
proportional at a rate of one-to-one with a stcx:k 
or erosion oontrol capital. The capital stcx:k 
and structural effort at time t are both denoted 
cy K(t). This assunption is in keeping with 
the standard treatment of capital in production 
functions . What appropriately enters production 
functions is not the capital stcx:k but the flON 
of capital s ervices. But assuming the flON to be 
proportional to the stcx:k, the latter may replace 
the former . '!he time rate of change of the stcx:k 
is assumed to be given cy 

K(t) = r(t) - oK(t) (4) 

where I ( t ) is investment in erosion control capi
tal at time t and o is a depreciation factor. 
The term a (t)I(t) then gives investment outlcrys 
where o(t) is the constant marginal investment 
cost. Adding o(t)I(t) to (3 ), a catplete speci
fication of the profit at time t is obtained. 

Assume nON a wealth maxirrdzing farmer or 
soil resource manager with a planning horizon 0 < 
t < T. Let V[)c(T), S (T) , T] denote the terminal 
maiket value of the resource at time T given a 
soil depth of S(T) and ~ erosion control capital 
stcx:k of K(T) in place. '!he management problem 

1 
A finite planning horizon is assumed as a 
matter of convenience for interpreting optimal
icy conditions and also as a realistic consid
eration. HoNever, it i s inappropriate to as
sume the soil resource and the erosi on control 
capital stcx:k t o be without value beyond the 
end of the planning horizon . Thus, the termi
nal value function is introduced. Assuming the 
r esource manager to be a wealth maxirrdzer, the 
maiket value of these assets at the terminal 
time i s seemingly the appropriate terminal val
ue. If the maiket perforrrs efficiently the 
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is to choose trajectories for the tlNo control 
variables, nonstructural erosion control and in
vestment in erosion control capital, to ITI3.ximize 
the present value of the resource 

J

T -rt 
{n(X(t ), K(t), S(t), t) - o(t)l(t)}e 

0 -rT 
+ V(K(T), S(T), T)e 

subject to the equations of notion 

S(t) = R(t) - g(X(t), K(t), S(t), t) 

K(t) = I(t) - oK(t) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

and subject to the initial conditions K(O) = K 
and s ( 0) = S . A solution to this problem, il? 
ooe exists, 0 may be characterized cy the first
order necessary conditions of the "ma.xi.num prin
cipal technique" developed cy Pontryagin. To ob
tain these let the Hamiltonian be 

H = {n(X(t), K(t) , S(t), t) - o(t)I(t) 

+ A.(t)[R(t)- g(X(t), K(t), S(t), t)] 

+ p(t)[I(t) - 6K(t)]}e-rt. 
(8) 

The conditions of interest for an interior solu
tion are: 

aH axTtJ = nx A.(t)gx 0; (9) 

aH 
arrtJ = p(t) - o(t) = 0; (10) 

aH - a5TtJ = -(n
5 

- A.(t)g
5

) = A.(t) - rA.(t); (11) 

aH - aKTtT = -(nk - A.(t)gk - p(t)o) 

= p(t) - rp(t); (12) 

and ) (T) = av ;as and p(T) = av;aK. (13) 

To interpret these conditions it is useful 
to assume g , ~, and g to be constants to sim
plifY nota£ion. Usings (11), (12) and (13), it 
may be established that in an optimal program 

A.(t) = 

J
Tt n e-(r+gs)(s-t)ds +EYe -(r+gs)(T-t) (14) 

s as 

and 

maiket value will be the willingness-to-pay for 
the assets. But in equilibrium this will be 
the IT\3.xllrum present, value as of the specified 
date, of the fl<JN of net returns generated cy 
the assets. This present value is contingent 
upon the remaining stod<s at the terminal 
time. 
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T 
p(t) = Jt {n~- A.(t)gk}e-(r+o)(s-t)ds 

+ ~ -( r+o)(T-t) 
aK e 

(15) 

In an optiiT\3.1 program the nultipliers A.(t) 
and p ( t) are interpreted as the ITI3.rginal values 
of soil depth and erosion control capital respec
tively at time t. Fran (14) it is evident that 
the forrrer is equivalent to the discounted ITI3.r
ginal terminal value of the stod< of soil depth 
plus the stream of discounted ITI3.rginal profits 
generated cy a ITI3.rginal change in the stod<. As 
such it may be defined as the ITI3.rginal user cost 
of the stod<, follONing Scott, and as the ITI3.rgin
al cost of erosion or the IT\3.rginal benefit of 
erosion control. Note that the effective dis
count factor is adjusted doNrward to reflect the 
reduction in future erosivicy and thus the in
crease in future soil productivicy resulting fran 
increases in the stod<. Fran (15) it is evident 
that the ITI3.rginal value of erosion control capi
tal or structural erosion control at time t is 
equivalent to the present ITI3.rginal tenninal value 
of the stod< plus the stream of ITI3.rginal erosion 
control benefits generated (as indicated cy the 
presence of the product of the ITI3.rginal benefit 
of erosion control and the ITI3.rginal product of 
structural erosion control -A.(s )~) less the 
stream of discounted ITI3.rginal profits foreg:me cy 
structural control. The effective discount fac
tor in this case is adjusted upward to reflect 
the decay in the stod< of capital over time. 

Equation (ll) is the ITI3.rginal condition for 
the opti!TI3.l stod< of soil depth at time t. This 
condition may be re.orritten as 

n - A.(t)g + ~(t) = rA.(t). (16) 
s s 

The quantity 1f is ITI3.rginal profit generated cy 
the stod< at t~ t. The quantity -A.(t)g is the 
ITI3.rginal value of the stod< in reducing sBil ero
sion at time t and thus the ITI3.rginal value of the 
stod< in preserving future soil productivicy. The 
term ~(t) is the time rate of change in the 
ITI3.rginal value of the stod< and thus the rate of 
capital gain. Rearranging (16) to obtain 

~(t} _ + 1 n 
T(t) - r gs - T(t) s (17) 

it is evident that the percentage grONth rate in 
the ITI3.rginal value of the stod< of soil depth 
will be less than the rate of discount. Thus, in 
equilibrium under the assumptions ITI3.de here the 
ONn rate of return on soil depth is less than the 
discount rate reflecting the presence of fl<JN 
benefits from holding soil as an asset. The 
three terns on the left-hand side of ( 16) conpcse 
the ITI3.rginal benefit of holding the stod< of soil 
at time t. The right-hand term rA.(t) is the ITI3.r
ginal oH?Qrtunity cost of holding the stod<. 
Thus, at a!¥ time 0 < t < T the opti!TI3.1 stod< of 
soil depth nust be suCh that the ITI3.rginal benefit 
fran holding the stod< is equivalent to the ITI3.r
ginal opportunity cost. 

Using (10) and (12) the ITI3.rginal condition 
for the optiiT\3.1 erosion control captial stod< at 
time t may be written 



nk - A(t)gk = o(t)(r+o) - o(t). (18) 

The right-hand side of (18) is the usual wey of 
representing the narginal oos' · of holding repro
ducible capital at a point in time. The left
hand side term n is the narginal process rrodifi
cation cost or ~regone profit at the nargin from 
holding erosion control capital at time t and 
-A(t)~ is the narginal value of the stock in re
ducing'erosion and thus in preserving future soil 
productivity . Thus, at al1{ time 0 < t < T it is 
necessru::y in an opt:inal program that-the-narginal 
benefit of the stcx:K or erosion control capital 
net of the marginal process rrodification oost 
equal the marginal opportunity cost of holding 
the stcx:K. 

Equation (9) is the narginal condition for 
nonstructural erosion control at time t. The 
quantity n is the marginal profit foregone ~ 
undertakingxnonstructural control or the narginal 
process rrodification cost. The quantity -A(t)g 
is the rrarginal value at time t of nonstructura! 
erosion control. Thus, at al1{ time 0 < t < T in 
an opt:inal program the narginal process-rn:xlifica
tion oost !lUst be equivalent to the marginal val
ue of nonstructural erosion control. Equation 
(10) is the marginal condition for erosion con
trol investment and is sirrply the equality of the 
marginal cost of investment and the marginal val
ue of the erosion control . capital stcx:K. 

For the purpose of this analysis the irrpor
tant irrplication of the foregoing results is that 
when soil erosion depletes the soil resource, in
centives arise for erosion control effort. In 
the marginal conditions for both structural and 
nonstructural effort the presence of these incen
tives is indicated ~ the presence of the nargin
al user oost of the soil stock . This marginal 
user cost reflects both the direct gains to soil 
conservation in the form of productivity benefits 
and the indirect gains in the form of diminished 
soil erosivity. It is to be noted, too, that the 
ma:ginal user cost is an endogenous quantity ob
tained ~ solving the d{namic soil rranagerrent 
problem. 

STATIC EIDSICN cx::Nl'IDL 

It was noted previously that the conserva
tion benefits of erosion control have largely 
been ignored in previous research. The essence 
of the irrplications for erosion control decision 
rraking of not accounting for these benefits can 
be illustrated in an oversirrplified fashion as 
follONs: Assume the profit and erosion functions 
to be invariant with respect to time and O(t) to 
be constant for all time. Vie,..ring the production 
set to be uninfluenced ~ erosion then irrplies 
that the present value rraximizing erosion control 
plan can be identified ~ solving the initial 
period profit rraximization problem: 

max n(X(O), K(O), S(O), 0) - o (O)K(O). (19) 

AllONing nON for the nonnegativity of erosion 
control effort and for boundru::y solutions, the 
K~-Tu<Xer conditions characterizing the solu
tion are: 

(20) 
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nk - o(O) _: 0, (nk - o(O) )K(O) = 0. (21) 

It is evident that since nx < 0, nk < O, and 
o(O ) > 0 the solution to this problem will entail 
X(O) = K(O) = 0. Thus, this static rrodel indi
cates no erosion control effort to be profit rrax
imizing erosion control effort. 

The principal distinction bet.lcen the opti
rrality conditions for erosion control effort be
t./een the static rrodel and the d{namic rrodel is 
the absence of the incentives for erosion control 
in the former. The reason for this absence is 
that the gains from erosion control are realized 
in the future but the future is unaccounted for 
in this static rrodel. This deficiency of the 
static approach could be retredied ~ irrputing a 
value of erosion control effort and incorporating 
the irrputation in the static rrodel. But the cor
rect irrputation is the marginal user cost and as 
:nis is an endogenous quantity obtained~ solv-
1ng the d{namic problem, it rerrains that the d{
namic approach is in principal appropriate when 
the darrages of soil erosion are significant. 

In many respects, the existing research on 
erosi<?n control has been directed to est:inating 
funct1ons analogous to ( 19). Specifically, an 
aspect of most recent studies has been to identi
fy rranagerrent practices which can achieve speci
fied erosion levels at least cost, given a speci
fied set of soil conditions. HONever, (19) alone 
does not provide enough inforrration to formulate 
c;:or:c~us~ons about rranagerrent responses to policy 
1n1t1at1ves and the costs of alternative control 
strategies if there are significant benefits from 
soil erosion control. 

IMPLICATICNS 

In forllUlating effective and efficient ero
sion control policy rreasures it is inportant that 
policy rrakers have an understanding of both the 
responses of farmers to policy initiatives and 
the costs of those responses. The static rrodel 
presented above, while a considerable oversirrpli
fication, is in keeping with the fundamental eco
n~c characteristics of the economic optimiza
tlon rrodels constructed to examine erosion con
trol policy issues as they relate to erosion con
trol decision rraking. While investigations based 
on static optimization rrodels have generated val
uable inforrration regarding both responses to and 
oosts of alternative policy approaches, the fore
going analysis suggests the presence of qualify
ing weaknesses in the approach when the conserva
tion benefits of erosion control are signifi
cant. 

The most obvious weakness stenming from the 
absence of erosion control incentives associated 
with conservation benefits is that the accuracy 
of predictions of the responses to alternative 
policy strategies, and the costs of those respon
ses mey be adversely affected because the deci
sion process is mischaracterized. For exanple, 
for a given set of specified conditions at a 
given point in time there mey be a bias tONards 
overstating erosion because the incentives for 
erosion control are understated. This would sug
gest in turn that the degree of control required 
to achieve target levels of erosion mey be over-
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stated. As another illustration, consider the 
iroplications for an analysis of the subsidies 
necessary to secure the adoption of specified 
conservation practices. If in !!Ode ling the deci
sion process the existing incentives for adoption 
are understated because the l!Odel is not con
structed to generate conservation benefits of 
erosion control, it is Likely that the subsidies 
necessary to yield adoption will be overstated. 
And b{ irrplication, the economic costs of adop
tion will be overstated. 

As noted above, biases arising in static 
analyses due to the absence of endogenously gen
erated soil conservation benefits fran erosion 
control can be adjusted for b{ introducing im
puted values. HONever, it was also noted that 
the correct irrputation is endogenous~ determined 
in the solution to the qrnamic problem. Further, 
there are potential advantages to examining ero
sion control issues in a qrnamic framework whidh 
are lJE¥ond potential irrprovements in the ac=acy 
of estimated outCOI'les of erosion control policy • 
One irrportant feature is that the solution to a 
qrnamic optimization problem is conposed of a set 
of time paths for control and state variables. 
'lhis type of solution may be of considerable val
ue to policy makers for it will be inherently in
dicative of future trends under specified circum
stances. The static optimization l!Odels typical
ly used to examine the issues are limited in this 
respect. 

Based on these kinds of considerations it is 
suggested that when investigating issues in the 
economics of erosion control and erosion control 
policy, the preferred approadh is one in whidh 
the soil conservation benefits fran erosion con
trol are incorporated into the analysis. And as 
suggested above, the preferred rranner for incor
porating these is b{ constructing qrnamic l!Odels 
of erosion control whidh explicitly account for 
the irrpacts of erosion on the soil resource and 
for the irrpacts of Changes in the soil resource 
on the costs and returns in agricultural produc
tion. In general this will require in practice 
the construction of qrnamic prograrrming m::xlels 
whidh are generally IJiltlielqr and costly to solve 
for problene of a!¥ conplexity. '!his is doubly 
true of stochastic qrnamic prograrrming, but as 
there are stochastic features inherent in erosion 
control problene, such as the occurrence of rain
fall and other natural events whidh drive erosion 
processes, stochastic qrnamic prograrrming may be 
appropriate for the investigation of sane prob
lems. Of course, in Choosing the appropriate 
types of rrodels, infonre.tional gains fran 1t0re 
ccrrplex techniques !lUst be weighed against the 
costs. For lllai¥ soils the damages associated 
with high erosion rates may be so small as to 
have no irrportant economic bearing. The diffi
cult decisions in rrodeling arise when the darre.ges 
are significant and ~ priori it would, as a mat
ter of general principal, be preferable to adopt 
c:¥namic models in future researdh in these situa
tions. 
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